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Why Choose Lutron?
All-In-One Lutron fixture solution providing worry-free high quality system matched LED solutions.
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Why Choose Finiré?
Architectural spec grade luminaire with industry leading LED light quality.
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Why Choose Lumaris?
Sleek LED linear fixtures with even high quality light distribution for various applications.
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Why Choose Lutron?
Guaranteed Compatibility with Lutron Controls
Fixtures were designed for ideal compatibility and performance with Lutron drivers and controls.
Standard flicker free Lutron 1% dimming driver
Fixtures provide smooth, flicker-free dimming from 100% down to 1%, utilising Lutron CE Certified drivers.
High quality LED colour & illumination
Lumaris has high 93 CRI (typical) colours quality to guarantee colours render accurately. Lutron ensures colours will always
appear the way you expect them to today and years from now.
10-year up to 50,000 hr limited warranty
The 10-year limited warranty covers material and workmanship defects on the fixture and dimming driver for up to 10 years.
LED Control Center of Excellence and 24/7 technical support
Lutron has 24/7 technical support as well as an LED Control Center of Excellence, developed to providing answers to all
questions about LED control solutions.

Why Choose Finiré?

Why Choose Lumaris?

IP65 and fire rated options
Finiré has an optional IP65 rating that
allows it to be used in wet locations. There
is also an available fire hood to meet fire
code requirements.

Remote mountable driver up to 50m away
You can remote mount the Ecosystem/
DALI Hi-lume 1% voltage LED driver with
soft-on, fade-to-black up to 50m away from the
light source (depending on the gauge of the wire).

Round or Square, fixed or tilt options
Choose from round or square, fixed or tilt
(up to 25°) assemblies. Available in white
or white with a black baffle.

Diffused lens conceals LED hotspots
The diffused lens conceals LED hot spots in high
reflective surfaces such as granite counter tops. Like the
other Lumaris lens options, the diffused lens provides a
wide 130 ° light distribution in a modular lighting system
available in 152mm, 305mm, 457mm, 610mm, 914mm,
1219mm sections with no visible light interruptions. This
enables continuous flexible installation for both linear
and radial configurations.

12, 26, 51, and wall wash degree beam
spread and wall wash options
Choose spot lighting, narrow directional
lighting for high ceilings, medium task lighting,
or wide flood lighting for flexible lighting in
any application.
800+ delivered lumens
Finiré offers over 800 lumens of light output
making it perfect for many applications. The
small size and high lumen output make it
flexible for almost any application.
Industry leading fixture-to-fixture
colour consistency
Lutron fixtures provide industry best color
consistency guaranteeing a two step
MacAdam Ellipse.

900 delivered lumens per metre
Lumaris offers 900 lumens per metre, giving it the lighting
power to be used for general lighting in coves or to
provide ample task lighting in under cabinet applications.
Easy install with electrical joints featuring piano
key terminals
While Lumaris fixtures do come in pre-cut lengths,
they feature a factory installed wire lead and in-fixture
connectors that allow for quick, easy linking of fixture
segments. This, paired with Lutron’s specialised mounting
bracket allow for separate Lumaris fixtures to look and act
as one fixture, giving the flexibility of having any length
in 152mm increments up to the full capacity of the driver.

Lutron, Lutron, Finiré, and Lumaris are trademarks
of Lutron Electronics Co., Inc., registered in the
U.S. and other countries.

Small profile ideal for multiple applications
With its small profile (32mm W x 18mm H) Lumaris is
the perfect solution for tight space lighting applications:
under cabinets, counters, and shelves, coves, and path/
steps (indoor only).
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Customer Assistance
Europe: TEL: +44 (0)20 7680 4481, eacustsvc@lutron.com
Middle East: TEL: +971 4 299 1224, mecustsvc@lutron.com

